Typical Bond Beam Detail

Longitudinal Cross Section

---

#1 Horizontal Steel Placement

Optionally:
- Beam location
- See panel detail

Panel Block
- Panel block
- Mop the top
- Inset the An Fence
- Fence Panel Block
- Below Horizontal Steel
- See panel detail

Panel Block
- Mop the top
- Fence Panel Block
- Below Horizontal Steel
- See panel detail

9.29 wire struts below
- First two courses from
- Other wire the eighth,
- Every other panel
- Every other panel
- Every other panel
- Every other panel

NOTES:
- Seven Panel Blocks Long Groove
- Should be used in the
- Groove A V-Shape Steel
- When panel sand mix
- Bond Beam Shown
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User must verify each detail for accuracy as they pertain to their particular project.

The purpose of this drawing is for preliminary design only. This drawing should not be used for final design or construction without the consultation of a professional engineer registered in the state in which the project will be

The above commentary is a paragraph of text that explains the purpose of the drawing and the need for consultation with a professional engineer. It highlights that the drawing is intended for preliminary design and should not be used for final design or construction without further consultation.